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We study the spatial patterns formed by interacting biological populations or reacting chemicals
under the influence of chaotic flows. Multiple species and nonlinear interactions are explicitly
considered, as well as cases of smooth and nonsmooth forcing sources. The small-scale structure can
be obtained in terms of characteristic Lyapunov exponents of the flow and of the chemical
dynamics. Different kinds of morphological transitions are identified. Numerical results from a
three-component plankton dynamics model support the theory, and they serve also to illustrate the
influence of asymmetric couplings. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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The transport of reacting substances by a fluid flow is a
problem appearing in a variety of disciplines, from clas-
sical combustion studies to chemical reactor design. Im-
portant environmental examples arise in the study of at-
mospheric advection of reactive pollutants or chemicals,
such as ozone, or in the dynamics of plankton populations
in ocean currents. The inhomogeneous nature of the re
sulting spatial distributions was recognized some time
ago, but more recently satellite remote sensing and de
tailed numerical simulations identify filaments, irregular
patches, sharp gradients, and other complex structures
involving a wide range of spatial scales in the concentra-
tion patterns. We analyze here the small-scale structure
of a large class of models of transported reacting sub-
stances in terms of basic concepts from dynamical sys
tems theory, and apply the results to a model of plankton
dynamics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Tracers stirred by fluid motion are known to devel
strong inhomogeneities, usually in the form of filamental fe
tures, arising from a kind of variance cascade from the fo
ing scale towards smaller scales.1 These structures are ob
served at size ranges as diverse as the ones relevan
laboratory experiments,2–4 atmospheric transport,5,6 or tem-
perature or chlorophyll patchiness in the ocean.7,8 They pro-
vide sensitive mixing mechanisms and they are in so
sense ‘‘catalysts’’ for chemical or biological activity occu
ring in the flows.9,10 For example, in the case of atmosphe
chemistry, the presence of strong concentration gradients
been shown to have profound impact on global chem
time scales.11 The same phenomenon has been observe
4701054-1500/2002/12(2)/470/11/$19.00
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models of ocean plankton dynamics.12 On the other hand,
chemical reactions or biological competition occurring in t
advected substances modifies the characteristics of its sp
distribution.13–15 Thus the interplay between fluid flow an
its chemical activity is an important issue to understand
spatial structure of concentration fields both in environm
tal and in artificial flows.

For the case of inert transported tracers~also called the
passive scalar problem! much progress has been achieved
the last years in describing, at least in statistical terms,
spatial structure.16,17 Most of the results have been formu
lated in terms of structure functions, which describe the s
tistics of spatial fluctuations, or of variance power spectra
regime of fluid motion for which considerable understandi
has been attained is the so called Batchelor regime,18 or
viscous-convective range, which is the range of scales
turbulent flow below the Kolmogorov scale for the veloci
field ~the flow is thus dominated by viscosity and spatia
smooth! but above the scale for which diffusion effec
smooth out the structure of the transported substance.
regime is of appreciable extent for large Schmidt num
~Prandtl number if the transported substance is temperatu!.
It is by now clear that transport behavior in this range
equivalent to the one generically obtained under the con
tions of Lagrangian chaos or chaotic advection,19–21 that is,
stretching and folding of fluid elements following chaot
trajectories in laminar flows. Simple two-dimensional flow
and even steady flows in three dimensions, lead general
this kind of fluid particle motion. In addition to modelin
laboratory situations, the chaotic advection paradigm
been shown to be a useful approach to understand geop
ical transport processes at large scales.22 In the Batchelor or
chaotic advection regime, in closed flows, the power sp
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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trum presents ak21 decay at large wave numbers,18,23 and
the structure functions behave logarithmically.24,25 In open
flows the singularities are restricted to fractal sets of z
measure,26,27 but they can be experimentally visualized2 and
affect the global scaling behavior.

In the case of reacting transported substances~still pas-
sive in the sense that they do not alter the flow!, simple
model reactions such asA1B→2B28 or A1B→C were
studied in both closed and open10 flow situations. Possibly
one of the simplest chemical reaction models one can c
sider is the first-order reaction, or linearly decaying tracer
consists simply in the decrease of the concentration o
chemical at a rate proportional to the same concentrat
These dynamics describe the consumption of a reactant
binary reaction, when the other reactant concentration is k
constant, or the spontaneous decay of a finite-lifetime s
stance, such as a radioactive tracer or a fluorescent dy
the presence of a source the concentration reaches a no
statistically steady state. Sea-surface temperature relax
towards atmospheric values,29 and the relaxation of plankton
and nutrient concentrations towards mixed-layer value12

have also been modeled in this way. Reference 30 poin
out the relevance of this model for vorticity dynamics
two-dimensional turbulence in the presence of drag. Rec
results31–34have completed the classical ones by Corrsin35 so
that we have now a rather complete picture of the spa
structure of finite-lifetime substances transported by cha
flows. The decay-time constant makes the tracer power s
trum steeper than the Batchelor law obtained for the pas
tracer, and in general the scaling of the structure function
controlled by the relationship between the decay-time c
stant and the Lagrangian Lyapunov exponent of the flow. T
basic physical mechanisms behind these results are the
pression of fluid elements along contracting directions of
flow, with the consequent increase in the gradients, and
tendency of the decaying chemistry to relax these gradie
The competition between these processes leads to the ap
ance of morphological transitions as the value of the t
time scales changes: when the chemical decay is faster
the compression by the flow, the concentration pattern is
ferentiable and characterized by a smooth structure. In
opposite case the concentration develops a rough~nondiffer-
entiable! structure which reflects in nontrivial scaling exp
nents for the structure functions. The rough distributio
have filamental aspect, since there is always an expan
direction for the flow along which the concentration
smoothed out. Thus these transitions have been ter
smooth-filamental transitions.32

This simple picture should be completed with the reco
nition that stretching~and compression! is usually not homo-
geneous, and different parts of the flow experience differ
stretching histories characterized by the probability distri
tion of the Lagrangian finite-time Lyapunov exponents of t
flow. This has as a consequence that the set of structure f
tions display anomalous~multifractal! behavior.31,33 Differ-
ent points in the system may display different scaling beh
ior, but the morphological transitions mentioned above c
be still identified as the change of behavior in a macrosco
portion of the system, that is, a part with fractal dimens
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equal to the full spatial dimension. The anomalous scalin
particularly pronounced in the case of open flows with
localized mixing region.

The presence of the above intermittency corrections
simple scaling behavior, both in inert and in reacting flow
has a particular status: on the one hand it implies that so
of the assumptions implicit in the simplest theoretical a
proaches are incorrect at a fundamental level; on the o
hand, the corrections in quantities most directly accessibl
experiments, such as low-order structure functions, could
rather small. Thus, it is usually a rather good approximat
to neglect, in a first approach to the problem, multifrac
behavior and concentrate into the bulk, dominant behav
This is specially pertinent in environmental flows, where p
cise quantitative measurements are not always possibl
reproducible. Comparison between structure functions of
ferent orders has been however performed, and multifrac
ity clearly demonstrated there.36,37

In addition to its intrinsic value as a model for sever
relevant chemical situations, the linearly decaying model
been pointed out to represent a much broader class of ch
cal reactions:32,38essentially any chemistry~or biology! lead-
ing to a negative Lagrangian chemical Lyapunov expone
as long as we consider just the small-scale structure.
Lagrangian chemical Lyapunov exponent is defined as
average rate of convergence or divergence between con
tration values present in a particular fluid particle, when it
initialized with slightly different initial concentration values
It turns out that it is enough to replace the decay rate of
linearly decaying chemical model by the largest~less nega-
tive! of the chemical Lyapunov exponents to obtain t
small-scale characterization of the structure of a nonlin
chemical or biological model. Although some qualitative n
merical checks of this equivalence have been alre
presented39 both for open as for closed flows, no quantitati
evaluation of the predictions of the theory has been prese
so far.

In this paper, we consider the scaling behavior of rea
ing fields advected by Lagrangian chaotic flows. We consi
multicomponent nonlinear chemical or biological mode
and generalize previous results to include the possibility
nonsmooth source terms. The concept of smooth-filame
transition is revisited in the presence of these nonsmo
forcings, which lead to different kinds of patterns. The theo
is tested with numerical simulations of a model of ocea
plankton dynamics in a simple two-dimensional closed flo
Part of our interest in addressing multicomponent non
early interacting populations arises from the need to cla
differences which seem to be observed in the scaling beh
ior of different plankton species stirred by the sam
flow.14,40,41 Our results indicate that such differences m
arise, but, as far as only the small-scale behavior and cha
~nonturbulent! advection are considered, they require rath
asymmetrical couplings. In the theoretical developments
address the main scaling behavior and neglect any inter
tency correction. This allows us to concentrate into the d
ferent morphological transitions, which we believe are t
most relevant predictions to be compared with experimen
observations. The comparison with the numerical result
icense or copyright; see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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performed however in terms of the first-order structure fu
tion. The agreement between the theory and the nume
confirms that multifractal corrections to this low-order stru
ture function are weak.

The paper is organized as follows: After this Introdu
tion, we present in Sec. II the general results for the sm
scale structure of the advected fields, obtained from con
eration of the Lagrangian properties along parti
trajectories. Particular plankton and flow models are p
sented in Sec. III, which also contains numerical resu
which support the theory and illustrate the variety of tran
tions arising from the interplay between reaction, advecti
and forcing. We conclude in Sec. IV with a summary a
open questions.

II. THE SMALL-SCALE STRUCTURE OF ADVECTED
CHEMICALS

A. Evolution models and their Lagrangian
representation

The spatiotemporal evolution of reacting fields is det
mined by advection–reaction–diffusion equations. Adv
tion because they are under the influence of a flow, reac
because we consider species interacting with themse
and/or with the carrying medium. Diffusion because turb
lent or molecular random motion smoothes out the smal
scales. For the case of an incompressible velocity fi
v(r ,t), the standard form of these equations is

]c~x,t !

]t
1v~x,t !•“c~x,t !5F~c,x!1D“

2c~x,t !. ~1!

We consider our system to be confined in ad-dimensional
box. The velocity field is described by thed-dimensional
vector fieldv(x,t). The particular numerical example of Se
III will be a time-dependent smooth two-dimensional flo
c(x,t)5(c1(x,t),c2(x,t), . . . ,cN(x,t)) is the set ofN inter-
acting chemical or biological fields advected by the flow, a
(F1 , . . . ,FN)[F5F(c1 , . . . ,cN ,x) are the functions ac
counting for the interaction of the fields~e.g., chemical reac
tions or predator–prey interactions! including sources. The
explicit dependence on the spatial coordinatex accounts for
inhomogeneous distributions of sources and sinks of the
stances, or for the spatial dependence of reaction coefficie
which act as an external forcing on the concentrations. If
such forcing is present, the final distributions will be fina
homogeneized by diffusion, and spatial pattern will occ
only during a transient regime. In the presence of forci
some statistical steady state will be attained from the inpu
substances through the sources and sinks, and the tran
of these inhomogeneities to smaller scales by advect
There is no difficulty in considering an explicit time depe
dence in the sources:F5F(c,x,t). For simplicity in the no-
tation we do not write explicitly this dependence, but it
easy to see that our results@in particular Eq.~27! below# are
not altered by this.

The scaling properties of the concentration fieldsc
would depend on the smoothness properties of both the
locity field v and of the interactionsF. For the velocity field
we consider a smooth spatial behavior, which correspond
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the situation of chaotic advection, or to the Batchelor regi
in a high Schmidt number turbulent flow. In previou
works32,33 we have assumed also a smooth dependenceF
both on the concentrations and in space. This allowed u
write

F~c1dc,x1dx!5F~c,x!1DF~c,x!•dc

1“F~c,x!•dx1¯ . ~2!

The ellipsis denotes higher order terms.DF is the ~square!
matrix made of the derivatives of theN components ofF
with respect to theN concentrationsc5(c1 , . . . ,cN). “F is
the ~rectangular! matrix of derivatives of the components o
F with respect to the spatial coordinates.

There are situations in which the spatial dependence oF
is not smooth. This will occur when source terms arise fro
physical processes that lead themselves to nontrivial sca
properties. For example, rain distribution is known to
nonsmooth.42 Source terms acting on chemical or biologic
processes in oceans that are influenced by the input of fr
water may be thus not well modeled by~2!. Other examples
have been already presented in the literature, as the ca
plankton grazing on a multifractal nutrient field.43 In most
cases the structure of all the fields will be determined by
combined effect of their mutual coupling and of the flow. B
in cases in which couplings are unidirectional, that is, one
the components influences the others but there is no feed
on it, the influence of the component which does not rece
feedback is better modeled as a source term forcing on
remaining components. An explicit example of this situati
will be presented in Sec. III.

For the case of nonsmooth source forcing, we will us

F~c1dc,x1dx!5F~c,x!1DF~c,x!•dc1dxF1¯ ~3!

instead of~2!. dxF5dxF(c,x,dx) is the set of spatial incre
ments dxF5(dxF1 , . . . ,dxFN), with dxFi[Fi(c,x1dx)
2Fi(c,x), which scale at small distances as

udxFi u;udxub i. ~4!

b i51 for smooth sources. In cases in whichF is bounded as
a function of space, as in the concrete model to be discus
below, the behavior~4! should cross over a saturation beha
ior for increasingudxu. We call L the length scale at which
this will happen~we assume it to be the same for all chem
cal sources labeled by different values of the indexi !. It
should be of the order of the largest scale of inhomogen
in the source termsdxF, usually of the order of the system
size. The saturation value ofudxFi u will be then of the order
of Lb i.

Diffusion effects are only important at the smalle
scales and we will neglect them in the following. In this lim
of zero diffusionD→0 the above description can be reca
in Lagrangian form. To this end we introduce some notati
Xt0

t (x0) will denote the position at timet of a fluid particle

that at some initial timet0 was atx0 , that is, it is the trajec-
tory solution of

d

dt
Xt0

t 5v~Xt0
t ,t ! ~5!
icense or copyright; see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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satisfyingXt0

t0(x0)5x0 . The set of Lagrangian concentration

inside this fluid element will be denoted byCt0
t (x0). The

relationships between the Eulerian and Lagrangian con
trations are

Ct0
t ~x0!5c~x5Xt0

t ~x0!,t !, ~6!

c~x,t !5Ct0
t ~x05Xt

t0~x!!. ~7!

The last expression states that the relevant particle traje
ries to recover Eulerian concentrations at positionx are the
ones that end atx at time t.t0 , that is, solutions of Eq.~5!
integrated backwards in time from final conditions atx.

Equation ~1! in the Lagrangian framework, that is th
equation ruling the chemical dynamics inside the fluid e
ment which follows the trajectoryXt0

t (x0), reads

d

dt
Ct0

t ~x0!5F~Ct0
t ~x0!,x5Xt0

t ~x0!!. ~8!

The set of equations~5! and~8!, which we call the flow
and the chemical subsystem, respectively, are the basic s
ing point for our analysis. Note that the coupling betwe
both equations only appears if there is space dependen
F, that is, if there are inhomogeneous sources.

The quantity we are interested in is the difference
concentration between neighboring points:

dc~x,t;dx![c~x1dx,t !2c~x,t ! ~9!

and in particular in its scaling behavior at small distanc
~but larger than the diffusion scale, which we are neglectin!,
which defines the set of Ho¨lder exponentsa i :

udci~x,t;dx!u;udxua i. ~10!

We will consider here only the large-time statistically stea
state obtained under forcing. Thus the time in~10! should be
considered to be large enough for the initial concentration
t0 to be forgotten. Only after thist→` limit should the
small-udxu behavior be considered.

We allow for different scaling behavior in each conce
trationci , although we will see that this will not be the usu
case. In general, there will be space- and time-depen
prefactors in~10!, but one expects the exponent, as any ot
statistical characteristic of the concentration pattern, to b
constant in space and time. Under the hypothesis of our
proach, this is indeed the case. It should be said, howe
that because of the intermittency corrections we will negle
a i may have values different from the constant calcula
below in sets of points of zero measure.

The Lagrangian quantity analogous to~9! is the differ-
ence in concentration between two fluid particles

dCt0
t ~x0 ;dx0![Ct0

t ~x01dx0!2Ct0
t ~x0!. ~11!

B. Lyapunov characterization of the flow subsystem

We introduce the difference between two trajectories t
start at points separated bydx0 ,

dXt0
t ~x0 ;dx0![Xt0

t ~x01dx0!2Xt0
t ~x0!. ~12!
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If this quantity is small, its dynamics are given by the linea
ization of Eq.~5!, that is

d

dt
dXt0

t 5J~Xt0
t !•dXt0

t , ~13!

whereJ is the Jacobian matrix of the derivatives ofv with
respect to the spatial coordinates. The solution of~13! can be
written as

dXt0

t2~x0 ;dx0!5T~ t2 ,t1!•dXt0

t1~x0 ;dx0! ~14!

in terms of thed3d fundamental matrixT, which is the
matrix solution of

d

dt2
T~ t2 ,t1!5J~Xt0

t2!•T~ t2 ,t1! ~15!

with initial condition T(t1 ,t1)5I , thed3d identity matrix.
Equation~13! is the well-known variational equation as

sociated to the flow~5!. Some hypothesis about the flo
should be made to obtain concrete information. A conveni
assumption is to assume that~5! is a hyperbolic and ergodic
dynamical system.44 This means that at every point of th
system one can identify contracting and expanding dir
tions, associated with Lyapunov exponentsl1.l2.¯

.ld , which give exponential growth or decay ofudXt0
t u at

long times. Common flows are never perfectly hyperbo
and there are points at which, because of the presenc
KAM tori, or because of tangencies between stable and
stable manifolds, the characteristic directions are not defin
For sufficiently chaotic flows such situations are not fr
quent, and it is a good approximation to assume full hyp
bolicity. This approximation allows considerable general
in the analysis, and will be implicit in the following. In flow
with significant nonhyperbolic regions~such as vortex cores!
our analysis would still apply to the regions outside the
Since the flow is incompressible, the sum of the Lyapun
exponents is zero, and thus for chaotic flows,l1.0 and
ld,0. For two-dimensional flows,l252l1 . For t2@t1 ,
the singular value decomposition of the matrixT(t2 ,t1) will
be dominated by the largest eigenvalues, which are relate
the Lyapunov exponents, so that the action ofT on a generic
displacement vectordx will be given by

T~ t2 ,t1!•dx'p1~ t2!el1(t22t1)p1
†~ t1!•dx. ~16!

p1 and p1
† are the right and left eigenvectors, respective

associated to the singular valueel1(t22t1). In physical terms,
they are the unstable directions attached to the pointx
5Xt0

t2 and x5Xt0

t1, respectively. Analogously, ift2!t1 , the

singular value decomposition ofT(t2 ,t1) will be dominated
by the most negative Lyapunov exponentld , and

T~ t2 ,t1!•dx'pd~ t2!eld(t22t1)pd
†~ t1!•dx. ~17!

We note, and this will be relevant in our results, that at ea
time t1 , Eqs.~16! and ~17! will be valid for all orientations
of dx except for orientations perpendicular topd

†(t1). Along
these directions, the action ofT will be associated to sub
dominant Lyapunov exponents, as discussed below.

If ut22t1u→`, expressions~16! or ~17! would indicate
that dXt0

t grows without limit. At some moment the linea
icense or copyright; see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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ized evolution~13! will no longer be valid, anddXt0
t will

saturate at a value of the order of the system size, or of s
characteristic length scale of the velocity field. We call th
length scaleL. For simplicity we use the same symbol for
as for the length scale of saturation ofdxF. If they are dif-
ferent, the discussion after Eq.~25! below implies that only
the smallest of these length scales enters into the anal
Saturation ofdXt0

t will happen at a timet5t(dx0) such that

dXt0
t (x0 ;dx0)'L, or

t~x0!'2
1

l
log

udxu
L

, ~18!

wherel is eitherl1.0 if we are using~16! so thatt.0, or
ld,0, if we are looking for the evolution towards the pa
~17! so thatt,0.

It should be noted that both~16! and ~17! give only the
typical asymptotic behavior at large time differences.
needs to be corrected at least in two aspects, even within
hyperbolicity hypothesis implicit in our approach: On th
one hand, at finite times the Lyapunov exponent has
reached completely its long-time value, but it has a va
which depends on the initial condition and has a charac
istic probability distribution.45,46 On the other hand, even a
infinite times, there is a~fractal! set of spatial points for
which the Lyapunov exponent may differ from the typic
asymptotic value. This set has zero measure because the
tribution of finite-time Lyapunov exponents becomes n
rower in time, but its presence may affect some of the sca
behaviors described below. These two features are not i
pendent. Both arise from the characteristic slow approac
the Lyapunov exponent towards its asymptotic long-ti
behavior,47 and their consequences are also the same:
introduction of intermittency corrections to the scaling b
havior. Following our goal of concentrating just in bulk sca
ing and transition behavior, we do not consider in the follo
ing any correction to~16! or ~17!.

C. Scaling behavior of the chemical subsystem

From ~8!, the concentration difference~11! satisfies

d

dt
dCt0

t ~x0 ;dx0!5F~Ct0
t ~x01dx0!,x

5Xt0
t ~x01dx0!!2F~Ct0

t ~x0!,x5Xt0
t ~x0!!

5F~Ct0
t ~x0!1dCt0

t ~x0 ;dx0!,Xt0
t ~x0!

1dXt0
t ~x0 ;dx0!!2F~Ct0

t ~x0!,Xt0
t ~x0!!.

~19!

For all times during whichdCt0
t anddXt0

t remain sufficiently

small, we can use~3! to get

d

dt
dCt0

t ~x0 ;dx0!5DF~Ct0
t ~x0!,Xt0

t ~x0!!•dCt0
t ~x0 ;dx0!

1dxF~Ct0
t ~x0!,Xt0

t ~x0!;dXt0
t ~x0 ;dx0!!.

~20!
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This is a linear equation fordCt0
t , even though the complet

dynamics~8! may be nonlinear.
The general solution of this linear system may be writt

in terms of its fundamental matrixM (t2 ,t1), which is the
N3N-matrix solution of

d

dt2
M ~ t2 ,t1!5DF~Ct0

t2,Xt0

t2!•M ~ t2 ,t1! ~21!

with initial condition M (t1 ,t1)5I , the identity matrix. As
before, the homogeneous part of the linearization~20!, or
~21!, is the variational equation associated to the chem
subsystem~8!. It defines a set of Lyapunov exponents, whi
we call the chemical Lyapunov exponents. They describe
sensitivity to concentration initial conditions under a fixe
trajectory Xt0

t (x0). We will consider here the situation in

which all of them are negative. Positive chemical Lyapun
exponents lead to strong divergences at small scales an
such situation neglecting diffusion may not be justified.
treatment related to the present one but for map mod
which may have positive Lyapunov exponents can be fou
in Ref. 48. If t2@t1 , the dominant term in the singular valu
decomposition ofM is related to the largest~less negative!
chemical Lyapunov exponent that we denote bylC . The
action of this matrix on a generic vectordc of the tangent
space of concentration increments would be

M ~ t2 ,t1!•dc'm~ t2!elC(t22t1)m~ t1!†
•dc. ~22!

m and m† are the right and left eigenvectors ofM (t2 ,t1)
associated to the eigenvalueelC(t22t1). As before, we neglec
any fluctuation in the value of the chemical Lyapunov exp
nent.

The quantity we are interested in is not really~11!, but
the Eulerian increments~9!. The latter can be obtained from
the former

dc~x,t;dx!5dCt0
t ~Xt

t0~x!;dXt
t0~x;dx!!. ~23!

From ~20!, ~21!, and~23!,

dc~x,t;dx!5M ~ t,0!•dc0~Xt
0~x!;dXt

0~x!!1E
0

t

dsM ~ t,s!

•dxF~Ct
s~x!,Xt

s~x!;dXt
s~x;dx!!. ~24!

Here and in the following we uset050. dc0 is the concen-
tration difference att50. The first term describes the evolu
tion of the initial concentration difference under the auton
mous part of the chemical dynamics, whereas the inte
term describes the cumulative effect of the source forci
Since we address the long-time statistically steady state,
given thatM behaves as~22! with negativelC , the initial
condition will be forgotten and we need only to consider t
integral term. In the absence of forcing, the first term in~24!
would give rise to chemically decaying analogs of t
strange eigenmodes of Refs. 1 and 3. At larget, the i com-
ponent of~24! with ~22! reads

dci~x,t;dx!'E
0

t

ds~m~ t !! ie
lC(t2s)m†~s!

3dxF~Ct
s~x!,Xt

s~x!;dXt
s~x;dx!!. ~25!
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(m(t)) i is the i component of the vectorm(t), i.e., the com-
ponent associated to the chemical speciesci . Generically,
the scaling behavior of the increment~25! of the chemical
speciesci , for any i at smalldx, will be dominated by the
most important component ofdxF ~the one with minimum
scaling exponent,bm!. This behavior will be calculated in
the following. There are however situations in which th
would not be the relevant behavior: if thei component of the
vectorm(t) is vanishing, or if the most important compone
of dxF at smalldx has no projection onm†, then subdomi-
nant terms and Lyapunov exponents different fromlC

should be taken into consideration. Since the eigenvectom
andm† are changing in time, this singular situation will n
occur generically unless some special form of the coupli
in the model enforce this situation at all times. The particu
model to be discussed in Sec. III has this property. In t
section, we analyze just the generic behavior. We split
integral into two contributions, one during which the bac
wards trajectorydXt

s , and thusdxF, is growing, which cor-
responds to the time interval (t2ut(dx)u,t), and the rest of
the time (0,t2ut(dx)u), during which the value ofdxF is
saturated. Since we are using backwards trajectories,
most negative Lyapunov exponentld should be used in the
expression~18! for t. We now substitute~3! in Eq. ~25!, and
then insert the asymptotic behavior ofdXt

s(x;dx)5T(s,t)
•dx for t@s @Eq. ~17!#. The result is

udci u;LbmE
0

t2ut(dx)u
e2ulCu(t2s)ds

1udxubmE
t2ut(dx)u

t

e(uldubm2ulCu)(t2s) ds. ~26!

We have omitted a number of space- and time-depen
factors. They give space and time dependence to the pre
tors present indci , but they do not affect the scaling beha
ior. To analyze the small scale behavior, we first taket→`
~changing variables tou[t2s is useful for this! and then
analyze the scaling behavior of each term for smalludxu: The
first integral always behaves asudxu ulCu/uldu whereas the sec
ond one has also this behavior ifulCu,uldubm , andudxubm

otherwise. The final result for the Ho¨lder exponents~10! is
then

a i5min~bm ,ulCu/uldu!. ~27!

We recall here thatbm5min(b1,b2, . . . ,bN). For differen-
tiable sources (bm51) we recover the previous result.32,33 It
is also the result for a linearly decaying chemical, ifulCu
plays the role of the decay rate. An explicit time depende
in the source terms would affect the value oflC , but expres-
sion ~27! remains valid.

As stated before, the scaling exponent~27! will be the
one obtained for generic orientation of the displacementdx.
But at each pointx there will be orientations for which the
subdominant Lyapunov exponentld21 should be used in-
stead ofld : the directions orthogonal to the local most co
tracting directionpd

† . Again, in directions perpendicular t
both pd

† and pd21
† , ld22 should be used, and so on. It

enough to replaceuldu by 2l in ~27!, wherel is the relevant
Lyapunov exponent, to get the scaling behavior along th
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directions. Along the expanding directions, i.e., the dire
tions for which the pertinent Lyapunov exponent is positiv
we havea i5bm , which for smooth sources mean smoo
scaling behavior. We note however that source terms hav
particular anisotropic properties require special consid
ation. This is the case of the model in Sec. III.

In the same way, at each point there are particular dir
tions dc in concentration space such that a subdomin
chemical Lyapunov exponent should be used instead oflC .
But these directions will generically not be aligned with t
concentration coordinate axes, and thus would not be
evant to the scaling of the real chemical speciesdci , unless
some particular form of the coupling is present. For the
neric case,~27! states that the small-scale Ho¨lder exponent of
all the interacting chemical species are the same.

The minimum condition in the equations for the Ho¨lder
exponents give rise to interesting morphological transitio
as the model parameters are varied, as one or the other o
expressions under the minimum function become the
evant one. Examples of the transitions are given in the n
section.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR A PLANKTON MODEL

In the numerical investigations below we will consider
simple model of plankton dynamics stirred by a tw
dimensional time-dependent flow.

This plankton model is a typical predator–prey system49

where three trophic levels are considered: the nutrients,
rametrized by the carrying capacityC of the water parcel
~defined as the maximum phytoplankton content it can s
port in the absence of grazing!, the phytoplanktonP and the
zooplanktonZ biomass concentrations. The dynamics
these species is given by

dC

dt
5FC5a~C0~x!2C!, ~28!

dP

dt
5FP5PS 12

P

CD2PZ, ~29!

dZ

dt
5FZ5PZ2bZ2. ~30!

The Lagrangian chemical subsystem~8! is simply obtained
by considering that all the reactions~28!–~30! occur in a
particular fluid element, so that the spatial coordinatex in
~28! is taken to be the positionXt0

t of this fluid particle in the

ocean flow. All terms have been adimensionalized to kee
minimal number of parameters. The first equation~28! states
that the carrying capacity adapts~at a ratea! to the local
value of some source of nutrientsC0 . This will be the only
explicitly inhomogeneous term in the model, and describe
spatially dependent nutrient input arising from some ocea
topography-determined upwelling distribution or latitud
dependent illumination, for example. The first terms in E
~29! describe phytoplankton logistic growth, whereas the l
one models predation~grazing! by zooplankton. This effect
gives also rise to the first term in~30!. The term containing
b, the zooplankton mortality, describes zooplankton de
icense or copyright; see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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due to higher trophic levels. For the parameter values we
using, in the absence of stirring by the flow, the syst
evolves to a stable equilibrium state which is nonunifo
in space because of the inhomogeneous sourceC0(x).
We use for the source the expressionC0(x,y)51.7
10.52 sin(2px)cos(2py). This is a smooth function and the
bC51.

This particular plankton dynamics has not been cho
because of some particular biological relevance, but beca
it allows us to illustrate a rather rich variety of transitions
the context of the theory of Sec. II. In addition, it contai
some of the nongeneric features that are difficult to disc
in general, but that can be easily addressed in each partic
case by simple extensions of the theory of Sec. II, and
may be relevant for the understanding of real flows. We n
that the dynamics of the carrying capacity Eq.~28! influ-
ences other species, but no feedback fromP or Z affects the
dynamics ofC. This leads to a linearized dynamics d
scribed by a matrixDF which has a box structure for a
times, and thus, there is always a Lyapunov exponent
value exactly2a, associated to a contracting direction alo
the direction of the carrying capacitym5m†5(1,0,0), which
is decoupled from the ones associated to theP–Z remaining
subsystem. This was one of the nongeneric situations
cussed in Sec. II C. We see that it can arise rather easil
the presence of sufficiently asymmetric couplings betw
the variables.

One way to analyze our model is to consider first t
dynamics of the carrying capacity. It is independent of
other variables and its small-scale structure, characterize
the Hölder exponentaC , will be given by the interplay be-
tween the flow Lyapunov exponent, the decay ratea, and the
source smoothness degreebC51, with the result~27!:

aC5minS 1,
a

uldu D . ~31!

The influence ofC into the remainingP–Z subsystem ap-
pears only through the denominator in~29!. We can consider
the P–Z subsystem as a 232 chemical dynamics forced b
a source termC(x,t). The associated components ofdxF
behave asudxFPu'udCu'udxuaC and udxFZu50. We thus
have that the smoothness exponent of the forcing into
subsystem isbm

PZ5aC . From~27!, and since the variablesP
and Z are coupled in a generic way, the Ho¨lder exponents
describing the small-scale structure ofP andZ are equal and
given by

aPZ5minS aC ,
ulCu
uldu D . ~32!

lC is now the largest Lyapunov exponent associated to
forced P–Z subsystem. Asld , it can only be estimated
numerically.

An alternative way to analyze our model is to recogn
that the theoretical arguments of Sec. II imply that~27! is
valid if the minimum condition for everyi is taken over the
set of Lyapunov exponents which affect to this particu
speciesci . Considering thus the three-component syst
globally forced by the smooth sourceC0 , the same results
are obtained.
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We define our system to be the unit square with perio
boundary conditions, we use the following model flow:

vx~x,y,t !52
2U

T
QS T

2
2t modTD cos~2py!,

~33!

vy~x,y,t !52
2U

T
QS t modT2

T

2D cos~2px!.

Q(x) is the Heaviside step function. Note that the larg
lengths of both the source and the flow are given by
system size,L51. The flow is time periodic with periodT.
In our simulations we useU51, which produces a single
connected chaotic region in the advection dynamics. Full
perbolicity is not garanteed, but the flow is chaotic enough
apply the theory of Sec. II. It is easy to show that t
Lyapunov exponent is inversely proportional toT. Since we
are in two dimensions,l15ul2u. The numerically deter-
mined value isl15ul2u'2.35/T. We also fixb50.05, and
vary the values ofT anda.

A quantity that is usually considered in scaling studies
the properties of fluid patterns is then-order structure func-
tion. It is defined as

Sq
i ~dx![^udci~x,t;dx!uq&, ~34!

were the average is over space. In our numerical simulati
we perform the average in~34! over the points in 50 recti-
linear segments across the system, or transects.

In general, the behavior ofSq
i for small dx would be of

the form

Sq
i ~dx!;udxujq

i
. ~35!

If all the points of the system have the same value of
Hölder exponent for the chemical speciesi , then it is clear
that jq

i 5qa i . In general, intermittency will introduce cor
rections so thatjq

i will be a nonlinear function ofq. For the
structure functions of lower order these corrections are u
ally small,33,50 so that, for example, for the first order stru
ture function we expect

S1
i ~dx!;udxua i ~36!

to be a good approximation, where thea i are given by~31!
and ~32!.

In order to compare theory and numerics, one need
calculate the chemical Lyapunov exponent associated to
subsystemP–Z. This is done by integrating, using the sam
Lagrangian trajectoryX0

t , two copies of ~28!–~30! with
slightly different initial values ofP and Z, but the same
initial C. This leads to a time dependent difference betwe
the two copies,dP and dZ, from which we monitor (dP2

1dZ2)1/2. This is fitted to an exponential that grows or d
cays with a characteristic time which identifieslC . In gen-
eral, lC may have an arbitrary dependence on the mo
parameters. It can even change sign by changing the cha
teristics of the flow an thus of the trajectorydX0

t .46,48But in
our numerical study, for the particular flow and chemic
subsystems, fixed values ofU andb, and for all the consid-
ered range ofT anda to be discussed below, the value oflC

was contained in the narrow interval (20.0386,20.0380).
icense or copyright; see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 1. Carrying capacity~a!, phytoplankton~b!, and zooplankton~c! configurations fora50.2 andT520. The upper panels show snapshots of t
two-dimensional system, whereas the lower ones display the corresponding concentrations along a horizontal transect taken alongy50.6. The smooth
character ofC, and the singular one ofP andZ, is clearly seen.
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Thus expressions~31! and ~32! become rather simple func
tions of a and T, sincelC is nearly constant, andul2u is
inversely proportional toT.

For T large enough~slow flow!, ul2u is small and we
have thataC5aPZ51: the three concentration fields a
smooth. By decreasingT, that is, by increasing the chaoticit
of the flow, Eqs.~31! and ~32! predict two different se-
quences of transitions depending on the relationship betw
a andlC , which we now describe.

First, if a remains larger thanulCu, the first transition
encountered by decreasingT is the situation in whichP and
Z become filamental, whereasC remains still smooth. We
show in Fig. 1 instantaneous configurations of the three c
centration fields, fora50.2, T520, that is, after crossing
that transition.51 The predicted smooth character ofC and
filamental ofP and Z is clearly observed. As expected, th
features become aligned with the stable and unstable m
folds of the flow. These manifolds change periodically
time, following the periodicity of the flow, but the scalin
properties of them do not change. There are difference
the details of the structure ofP andZ, but Fig. 2, in which
we show the first-order structure functions, shows that
small scale behavior is similar. The theoretical predictio
for the measured value ofulCu'0.0386, aC51, and aPZ

'0.33, are also shown, in very good agreement with
numerics ~least-squares fitting givesaC'1.0 and aPZ

'0.35!, despite the approximations involved.
By further reducingT, finally C will become also fila-
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mental. Confirmation of this prediction is given in Figs.
and 4 fora50.2 andT510. The measured value oflC is
0.0380. The configurations ofC andZ are displayed in Fig.
3 ~the configuration ofP is very similar toZ!. The corre-
sponding structure functions are in Fig. 4, which shows t
phytoplankton and zooplankton have the same behavio
small scales, different from the one of the carrying capac
The predicted exponent for both phyto and zooplankton

FIG. 2. First-order structure functions.S1
i ( l ), where l[dx is the spatial

separation, obtained by averaging over 50 transects in the patterns of F
The straight lines are the theoretical predictions for the small scale beha
and the numbers above them the predicted slopes.
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FIG. 3. Carrying capacity~left! and
zooplankton pattern~right! for a50.2
and T510. Both are now rough, but
with rather different smoothness prop
erties.
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0.16, very close to the fitting to the two numerical curv
aPZ'0.14. The predictionaC'0.85 is more different from
the observedaC'0.75, but it is still close.

Direct application of the arguments of Sec. II would i
dicate that theP and Z patterns are not smooth along th
direction of the filaments, since they would inherit there t
Hölder exponent of the sourceC. This conclusion is incor-
rect, since the source is also filamental, and thus stron
anisotropic. The direction of the filaments inP andZ is the
same as forC. The forcingC is smooth along that direction
and thus this is the behavior inherited byP andZ along the
filaments.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 2, but for the patterns in Fig. 3.
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The second sequence of transitions one can find by
creasing T occurs whena,ulCu: then the three fields
smooth at largeT, should become filamental at the sam
value of T, and remain always with the same small-sca
exponent, given byaC5aPZ5a/uldu. Figure 5 confirms that
the transition to filamental behavior has occurred forT
520, a50.025,ulCu'0.0385. The three structure func
tions, displayed in Fig. 6, have the same fitting slope'0.20,
to be compared with the predictionaC5aPZ'0.21.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN QUESTIONS

We have discussed the properties of the small-sc
structure of forced advected chemically or biologically acti
substances, and show that they can be understood from
properties of models of linearly decaying substances, as
as the decay rate is replaced by the largest Lyapunov e
nent of the chemical subsystem. We have extended prev
results to the case of nonsmooth forcing. The results h
been applied to a three-component model of plankton
namics, which presents a particular asymmetric coupl
which requires special consideration. The morphologi
transitions predicted by the theory are observed in the
merical simulations. In addition, the numerical values of t
predicted scaling exponents for the first-order structure fu
tions are very close to the observed ones, despite of the
proximations made. This agreement would certainly dete
rate when considering higher-order structure functions.50
icense or copyright; see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 5. Carrying capacity~left! and
zooplankton pattern ~right! for a
50.02 andT520. Both display rough
behavior of the same characteristics.
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An important point to remark is that our theory on
applies to the small scales of the advected patterns. Fig
2, 4, and 6 do not show too strong variations in slope
different scales, but this is not guaranteed for any mo
This fact should be taken into account when applying
results of this paper to experimental situations and, speci
to environmental flows. Constructing a theory valid beyo
the smallest scales remains an open challenge.

One of the consequences of our results is that, as lon
one restricts to the consideration of chaotic advection, an
the small-scale structure, the only mechanism leading to

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 2, but for the patterns in Fig. 5.
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ferences in the scaling properties of different interact
fields is the presence of asymmetric couplings. This could
relevant to the understanding of the differences that seem
appear in the scaling behavior of different plankton spec
in the same flow.14,40,41

We have neglected diffusion in all our consideration
The argument was that the effect of diffusion would be
smoothing of the singularities below a diffusion scale,
maining unaltered the behavior above that scale. Within
same framework used here, this belief can be justified at l
in the case of monocomponent linear models.52

We have considered just the situation in which the la
est chemical Lyapunov exponentlC remains negative even
when forced by stirring from the chaotic flow. The conside
ation of positive Lyapunov exponents remains open, s
cially since we expect diffusion to play a stronger role in t
very singular configurations that can be generated.

Finally, the consideration of multifractal behavior wou
be a clear improvement of the theory. It seems straight
ward to include fluctuations in the Lyapunov exponents
the flow subsystem in the same way as in Ref. 33. The re
would be that the structure function exponents get a cor
tions which depend on the probability distribution of th
finite-time Lyapunov exponents. It seems more difficult
include the fluctuations of the Lyapunov exponents of
chemical subsystem, since they are not independent varia
but depend on the statistics of the flow exponents.
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